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In 1996-1998 a total of 165 red-legged partridge’s nests were monitored in olive groves located in Málaga. The aim was to set the habitat features determining the selection and success of these nests. For the comparison between selected nest sites and the available habitat a serie of random points into the olive grove was generated by computer, located by GPS and its habitat features measured. For the analysis of nest predation, predation and success nest habitat features were compared. A logistic regression analysis and univariant tests were used to study the selection patterns.

The habitat features used were: herbaceous coverage and height under the olive tree, distance to ecotones (roads and tracks, boundaries, cultures, shrubland patches and other edges), presence and height of new branches, type of irrigation system, distance to a water available point, heterogeinity of the herbaceous coverage and of the soil area under olive tree canopy, canopy coverage and heterogeneity, presence of cut and dried branches close to the tree.

Partridges selected for nesting (classified correctly 79,5% of nests and 88,3% of controls) olive trees with high herbaceous coverage, low height of new branches, low distance between soil and tree canopy, heterogeneous canopies and with dropping irrigation system. Predated nests (classified correctly 66,7% of predated nests and 94,3% of controls) were next to an other type of culture, far away from a water available point and had cut dried branches under canopy.

Nests robbed were next to roads and tracks (U-Mann test, p<0,01) and those gone wrong by agricultural machinery or works had small canopies (U-Mann test, p<0,01), were next to edges (U-Mann test, p=0,01), the soil under the canopy was irregular (U-Mann test, p<0,05). We also found a relation between the predation frequency and the fact that a nest was first damaged by agricultural labours ($\chi^2$ test, p<0,0001).